Garden Club of Virginia 2023 Lily Collection

**MUSCADET** Oriental  Large, white with pink freckles, lt. pink brushstrokes. Shorter, suitable for pots or front border. Fragrant. Section B, Div VIIIB

**BAFFERRI** Oriental, pure white petals with bright yellow centers. 3’-4 ‘tall, mid summer, fragrant
Section B  Div VII a
m. PEPPARD GOLD - species - relatively new martagon lily hybrid. Pink buds open to yellow flowers with red blush and many freckles. Early summer, 4 ft. Section B Div II

FOREVER SUSAN  Asiatic  Upward-facing flowers are deep burgundy with bright orange accents. 2-3 ft. Early-mid summer  Section B - Div 1a
EMPOLI  Oriental/Trumpet  Large, fragrant, dark red-pink flowers with bright yellow centers; 3-5 ’tall. Mid summer. Section B Div 8 Class 19

BEVERLY DREAMS  Oriental/Trumpet  Many crimson red, pure white edged flowers on 5-6 ft. tall stems. July-August. Fragrant. Section B Div 8 Class 19
GCV 2023 Lily Collection - Item # 47-0142

The following of lilies make up the 2023 GCVA Lily collection:

‘Peppard Gold ‘and L. ‘Muscadet’

1. All collections will have 1 of each item packaged and labeled individually.
2. Each participant may order individually, with friends or as a club.
3. Each collection will cost $25.00. So 1 = $25.00 or 10 = $250.00.
4. All orders need to have a 6.3% sales tax added.
5. If one or two collections are ordered together ($25 or $50),
   the shipping charge is $7.00.
6. If three or more collections are ordered together, the shipping charge
   is 10% of the total amount for bulbs (i.e. 3 x $25 = $75 + $4.73 (sales
tax) + $7.50 shipping = $87.23 OR 10 $25 = $250 +$15.75 (sales
tax) + $25 shipping = $290.75)
7. Not eligible for ‘Bloomin’ Bucks ‘or ‘Early order discount’

PLEASE PRINT

Customer #___________ Name________________________________________________________

Club ___________________________ Phone #_________________________________________

Mailing Address
___________________________________________________________

City ____________________________________ ST _______ Zip ____________

Physical Ship-to address if different from above:
___________________________________________________________

Email address for order confirmation:
___________________________________________________________

TOTAL NUMBER OF COLLECTIONS ________ X $25.00 = ______________

+ 6.3% sales tax______________

Minimum of $7 or + 10% shipping______________

GRAND TOTAL: _____________________________________________________

CK# enclosed ___________ or call with credit card_____________________

Brent and Becky’s Bulbs - 7900 Daffodil Lane - Gloucester, VA 23061
877/661-2852 (toll-free) – 804/693-3966 (local)